
 

	 	

Define Innovation 
ThenAtlas combines advanced analytics 

with collective intelligence to better 
understand:	   	 	 	 	products 

materials 
employees 
industries 

social media

 Customized Business Intelligence 
for informed decision-making with a long-term perspective

innovat ion 
quanti f ied Optional

Interact ive 
dashboard

In 1 month
 Act ionable 

insights

discussions + 
workshop

data

research

advanced 
analyt ics

exist ing 
BI

Questions: Travis@ThenAtlas.org  

Why ThenAtlas Analytics: 
1. Unite staff & growth by defining common data-proven goals 
2. Improve efficiency & reduce waste/risks with data insights 
3. Upgrade your analytics dashboard with an innovation metric 
4. Create solid evidence to support long-term decisions 
5. Expect an est. 10x return on our 1-month package pricing

est .  10x return
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Deep Engagement of Twitter Communities: 
Toward understanding Conversational 
Health. Lead author of investigative reports 
published at ThenAtlas.org.  

Integrated Bio-Derived Materials Research & 
Development Agenda. Facilitator & lead author, private 

strategy report. Adv. Manufacturing, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
  

An Applied Knowledge Framework for Improvement of Maize 
Agri-Food Systems. Lead author, private strategy report. CIMMYT 
Mexico. 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) Systems 
Perspective workshop. Invited expert. IIASA Austria, via 
collective intelligence approach. 

Preliminary Investigation of HACCP Applicability and Environmental 
Performance. Lead author private compliance report. Mancini’s Bakery Pittsburgh.  

Drought alleviation in the Great Plains tied to extreme 
precipitation in the greater New York City region using 
CESM. Invited speaker. High Performance Computing 
Symposium Lehigh University. 

About ThenAtlas: Our proprietary analytics are based on the discovery that a collection of 
resource tradeoff journey maps (aka an “Atlas”) show evidence-based options for future situations 
(aka “Then”). Our goal is to improve decision-making using data insights informed by a broad 
knowledge base (to avoid typical ‘wack-a-mole’ solutions) integrated with learning systems (e.g. 
workshop, interactive dashboard & machine learning)! Visit ThenAtlas.org for more details. 

Contact us for an initial project review: 
Travis@ThenAtlas.org

	 	
Why quantify innovation? Because, 

“If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it”

Primary Investigator 
Travis Andrews, PhD  
Travis@ThenAtlas.org 
Spring Lake, Michigan

Travis’ Recent Successes
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